Budapest Weekend Escape - 2 Night Stay in the Party District with Pub Crawl Spa Entrance and Transfer

There are no translations available.
Are you ready to party?

Get your freak on and have an amazing weekend in Budapest with this party package!

Stay in a fancy apartment at the heart of the city’s party district where it’s guaranteed you won’t
miss anything and still be comfortable! Explore the city in the daytime with your friends and join
us for an extensive introduction to the celebrated local nightlife with an unmissable pub-crawl of
the famous “ruin-bars” with an international crowd of fellow party goers to guarantee a wacky
and unforgettable night-out. After a few hours of hard drinking, climb onboard our Party Ship
which will take you around the breathtaking Budapest night scenery under illuminated bridges
and stunning sights. You will be greeted with a shot of the famous Hungarian “palinka” brandy
(be careful it packs a punch) and be able to drink at the on-board bar to maintain the party spirit.
The dancing won’t stop after the 90 minutes long party cruise as we dock next to a popular night
club where we provide skip the queue entry.
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As a medicine for your most probable ugly hangover, let us invite you for the ultimate
rejuvenation inside the largest Spa of Central Europe, the Széchenyi Bath.
Spend a full day to recharge your batteries in the healing waters of the complex. Take a few
laps in the hot open air pools, have fun in the adventure pools and don’t miss the host of sauna
facilities for their detoxicating effect.

To top it all up, a free airport transfer service will make your arrival and departure as easy and
comfortable as possible.
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Budapest Weekend Escape - 2 Night Stay in the Party District with Pub Crawl Spa Entrance and Transfer

Join us and discover the wild side of Budapest!

Includes:
-

2 Night stay in one of the following Souper apartments: Jurma, Cazuela, Sambar, Bisque
Airport transfer to the accommodation, and from the accommodation to airport
Szechenyi Bath skip the line entry tickets with private cabin
Pub Crawl with local guide + Party Cruise on the Danube
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